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BRIEF FOR APPELLANT.

This appeal is from an interlocutory decree in admiralty

of the District Court for the Southern District of Cali-

fornia, Southern Division, Hon. Jeremiah Neterer, Judge,

presiding, which adjudged the appellant's fishing vessel

Dependable solely at fault for a collision between that

vessel and the appellees' fishing vessel Taiyo, occurring

on July 16, 1938 in waters of the Pacific Ocean ofif Point

Gorda, Lower California. Two days after the collision

the Taiyo sank, but whether the sinking was proximately

due to the collision or to improvident actions of her own
crew is a question which has not yet been completely

litigated and which was reserved for the usual reference

to ascertain damages. After the sinking of the Taiyo,

the Dependable brought the Taiyo's crew and her boats,

nets and other gear and equipment salvaged from the
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wreck back to San Dieg-o, and upon arrival thereat was

seized by the marshal under process issued upon the libel

herein.

Issues were joined on the amended libel of the appellees

[A. 9] and the appellant's answer thereto [A. 19], the

appellant's amended cross-libel [A. 40] and the appellees'

answer thereto [A. 56].

All of the evidence was taken by depositions and the

cause submitted to the trial court on the pleadings and

depositions, written briefs and a short oral argument.

Following the argument the trial court rendered an oral

opinion, finding the Dependable solely at fault and order-

ing a decree for the libelants [A. 77]. Formal findings

[A. 82] and the interlocutory decree appealed from [A.

92] were prepared by counsel for appellees, and duly

signed and entered on February 17, 1940.

Statement as to Jurisdiction.

Admitted allegations in the pleadings above referred to

show that the causes of libel and cross-libel are for mari-

time collision and of admiralty cogiiizance, of which the

District Court had jurisdiction by virtue of the constitu-

tional grant of admiralty jurisdiction (Art. Ill, Sec. 2)

and Sections 24 and 256 of the Judicial Code (28 U. S.

C. A. Sec. 41 (3): 371).

The jurisdiction of this court to review the said inter-

locutory decree rests upon Sections 128 (b.2) and 129 of

the Judicial Code (28 U. S. C A. Sees. 225: 227), as-

signments of error duly filed [A. 96], a petition for ap-

peal duly filed and allowed by the District Court [A. 95]

within fifteen days from the entry of the interlocutory

decree, and citation [A. 3] and notice of appeal [A. 105]

duly served within twenty days from said entry.
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Statement of the Case and Questions Involved.

The case in the trial court and on this appeal involves

pure questions of fact. There were no neutral witnesses

to the collision, and the versions of the two crews as to

the events leading up to the collision are in irreconcilable

conflict. They agree that there zvas a collision while the

two vessels were proceeding on converging courses toward

a school or schools of fish, but each claims to have arrived

first at the objective, and that as to it the other was an

overtaking vessel. Both sides rely upon a custom of

fishermen, that the first vessel to arrive at a school of fish

has a prior right to fish the same and other vessels are

bound to keep out of the way.

The parties have no essential dispute as to the law.

Both recognize that the vessels were bound by the Inter-

national Rule, Art. 24, requiring a vessel overtaking an-

other to keep out of the way (33 U. S. C. A. Sec. 109),

and that the custom of fishermen above referred to is long

established, reasonable and binding. The sole question in

the case is,—Which vessel violated the rule and the

custom ?

There was no trial. All of the evidence on both sides

was taken by deposition and the court decided the case

on a "cold record." The same record is before this court,

and we take it the case is one where no very strong pre-

sumption will be indulged in favor of the trial court's

findings, and that this court, as a reviewing court, will

"assume responsibility for the facts."

The Ariadne, 13 Wall. 475-9; 20 L. Ed. 542;

The Ernest H. Meyer (C. C. A. 9), 84 Fed. (2d)

496-501

;

The Indien (CCA. 9), 71 Fed. (2d) 752-3.



The stories of the events immediately leading up to the

collision are in such conflict that a fair presentation can

only be made by giving each version separately. There

are, however, certain facts which are undisputed or which

may be taken as true for the purpose of examining the

question of liability. In making a statement of the case

we shall recite the undisputed facts, followed by a sum-

mary of the evidence on behalf of each vessel.

Undisputed Facts.

The appellees' vessel Taiyo [Photo. A. 116] is 111

feet long, powered with a 375 H.P. Diesel engine and

carrying a crew of 15 men. Her wheel and engine con-

trols are located in her pilot house and she has no auxiliary

wheel and controls on top of the house, as has the De-

pendable. The Taiyo was owned by the eleven appellees

first named In the title of this cause, all of whom were

members of her crew and reside in Ensenada, Mexico.

The twelfth appellee, A. Hidman, was the Taiyo's en-

gineer, but Is not an owner.

The Dependable [Photo. A. 268] is about three-

fourths as large as the Taiyo, being 86 feet long, powered

with a 350 H. P. Diesel engine and manned by 12 men.

She has her main controls and steering wheel In the pilot

house and auxiliary controls and wheel on top, where her

operators have an unobstructed view all around the

horizon. She is owned by the appellant, Mary Alloto, who
resides In San Diego.

Both vessels are ''bait boats," which fish for tuna out

of the port of San Diego for canneries located there.

They carry live sardines for bait in huge tanks on the

after decks. When a school of tuna is sighted the vessel

proceeds to the school and throws overboard the live
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sardines. These start the tuna to biting and then the

fishermen, who are stationed on racks put over the sides

of the vessels on the quarters and stern, take the fish on

hooks and hires, attached with short lines to bamboo poles.

When taken the fish are iced down in the holds.

The place of collision was the Outer Gorda Bank,

about 6 miles southeast of Gorda Point and 22 miles

northeast of Cape San Lucas, at the end of the Lower

California Peninsula. It occurred on the morning of

July 16, 1938 at about 10:00 o'clock A. M. The weather

was clear. There was no wind, the sea was calm with a

slow swell. The Dependable had left San Diego and

had been fishing on Gorda Bank for several days. The

Taiyo had been on a long cruise in Mexican waters and

had arrived at Gorda Bank the day before the collision.

The two vessels started fishing at daybreak on July 16th,

and until shortly before 10:00 A. M. had been cruising

about the bank taking fish when the opportunity occurred.

Shortly before 10:00 o'clock they were lying at rest, ap-

proximately half a mile apart and in plain sight of the

land. From that point until the collision the stories are

at variance. The points of contact were the Taiyo's

stem and the Dependable's starboard side, about 16 feet

forward of her stern.

Events subsequent to the collision are unimportant as

bearing on the question of liability, but to complete the

picture they should be summarized in essence, without

any idea of binding either party as respects subsequent

proceedings herein, if any.

Immediately after the collision the Taiyo's bait tanks

were drained. It is disputed whether the valves were

opened by some member of her crew or the water ran out

when the bait pumps ceased to operate. In either event
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she submerged rapidly by the head. Other vessels in the

vicinity came to the scene, but after attempting to stop

the leak the Taiyo declined aid from any vessel but the

Dependable. The latter took her in tow and towed her

for several hours toward Cape San Lucas, but all the

while the Taiyo was sinking by the head and becoming

more and more unmanageable. The tow line broke sev-

eral times and at about 4:00 o'clock in the afternoon the

Taiyo's master requested that the towing be abandoned.

The Dependable left two or three of the Taiyo's crew

standing by in her power boat and carried the rest to

Cape San Lucas, where the Mexican authorities refused

to permit a landing and directed them to San Jose del

Cabo. The Dependable then returned to the Taiyo, took

the power boat in tow, and carried all of the Taiyo's crew

to San Jose del Cabo, leaving the Van Tuna, another

fishing vessel, standing by at the wreck. When the De-

pendable arrived at San Jose del Cabo she was allowed

to land, but was detained by the Mexican authorities

pending instructions from Mexico City. Statements as

to the collision were made to the Mexican authorities by

the respective masters. On July 19th the Van Tuna
came into San Jose del Cabo and reported that the Taiyo

had sunk on July 18th in deep water. On July 19th

nothing had been heard from Mexico City and, im-

portuned by both masters, the Mexican authorities re-

leased the Dependable. She thereupon abandoned her

fishing voyage and at the request of the Taiyo's master

took on board the Taiyo's crew, her power boat, skiff,

nets, bedding and other gear salvaged from the wreck, and

returned to San Diego, where she arrived on July 23,

1938. Immediately upon her arrival she was seized by

the marshal on process in rem issued in this cause.
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Testimony as to the events leading up to the collision

was given by four witnesses on behalf of the Dependable

and three on behalf of the Taiyo. The respective cap-

tains were the principal witnesses on each side, and in

the following narratives we have used their respective

estimates of time, distance and direction.

The Dependable's Story.

Shortly before 10:00 o'clock A. M. the Dependable had

just finished fishing a school of fish and lay at rest, headed

approximately north, toward the land. Her crew were

passing fish into the hold, her master, Joe Alioto, and her

fish boss, Frank Alioto, Sr., went to the controls and

wheel, respectively, on top of the pilot house, and the

lookout or mast man. Jack Sardina, to his place on the

masthead. The Taiyo was then lying about half a mile

southeast of the Dependable. The Dependable started

her engines ahead and just then the mast man reported

a school of fish to the northeast, about half a mile on

the starboard bow and moving slowly eastward. The

Dependable set her course toward those fish at about

75° E. magnetic at three-quarters speed [A. 271-7; Chart

Ex. E, A. 273].

As the Dependable steadied on her course toward the

school of fish the Taiyo was observed to have gotten

under way and to be headed in the same general direc-

tion, apparently toward the same school of fish, and bear-

ing on the Dependable's starboard quarter [A. 277].

She seemed to be gaining a little on the Dependable, but

as the Dependable came close to the school the Taiyo

was observed to stop her engines and coast, and her crew

to start throwing bait [A. 278, 332]. The Taiyo was

not baiting the school which the Dependable was pur-
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suing", as that school was about two blocks ahead of the

Dependable and the Taiyo was a like distance on the

Dependable's starboard quarter [A. 278-9; 335].

The Dependable continued her course and speed to the

school she was pursuing', and when quite near it, stopped

her engines, coasted into the school and started throwing

bait. Fish began jumping as the vessel lost her niomen-

tuuL and the fishermen aft took their poles and started to

get into the racks on the port side and stern [A. 279;

325]. The Dependable had little momentum left, barely

half a mile an hour [A. 281].

As the Dependable was about to commence fishing' the

Taiyo was observed to be coming ahead on her former

course, apparently at her full speed and bearing on the

Dependable's starboard quarter. When she was about

three ship lengths away from the Dependable she turned

to her port and headed toward the Dependable's star-

board side [A. 279-80; 336-7; 365].

When the Taiyo suddenly turned toward the Depend-

able the latter's engines had been stopped for three to

four minutes and she was moving through the water un-

der bare momentum—about half a mile an hour [A. 281-

2; 366]. Fearing a collision when the Taiyo had turned

toward her, as aforesaid, the Dependable's engine was

put full ahead and her wheel hard astarboard, while the

captain yelled a warning to the fishermen aft. The ship

responded, but very slowly, swinging her head slightly to

starboard, but the witnesses could not see that she had

picked up any perceptible headway when the Taiyo struck

her [A. 280-2]. Just before the impact a black puff came

from the Taiyo's stack, indicating to the master of the

Dependable that her Diesel engine was being reversed

[A. 323].



The stem of the Taiyo struck the Dependable's guard

and starboard side about 16 feet forward of the stern.

The Dependable rolled to port at the impact, and on the

counter-roll her skiff, lying- in its cradle on the starboard

side of the bait tank, struck the Taiyo's bow, and the

starboard side of the skiff was smashed in [A. 283-4;

Photos Ex. F, G; A. 288, 290]. Following the impact

the Dependable's stern swung to port, as did the Taiyo's

bow, and the latter passed under the Dependable's stern

[A. 284].

Diagrams were made by Captain Alioto to illustrate the

various positions and headings of the vessels at significant

points in his narrative [A. 293, 296, 298].

The Taiyo's Story.

Shortly before the collision the Taiyo had finished

fishing a school and located another to the south or south-

east. She was then lying with her head to the north or

northeast, and the Dependable was lying ahead of her

to starboard, closer to the land and distant from the Taiyo

about half a mile [A. 111-12; Diag. A. 129, 200]. The

new school of fish was almost astern of the Taiyo and

about half a mile from her [A. Ill, 171]. Upon sight-

ing the fish the Taiyo turned around to her starboard and

headed for the school at her full cruising speed of about

8^ to 9 miles. After she had made the turn the De-

pendable was still at rest, bearing on the Taiyo's port

quarter and about half a mile astern [A. 117-18]. At
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that point the Taiyo was closer to the school of fish than

she was to the Dependable [A. 172]. When the Taiyo

had proceeded about half way from her first position to

the school of fish the Dependable was observed to start

her engine and set a course in substantially the same

direction as that of the Taiyo [A. 112; Diag. 133, 200].

At that point the Dependable must have been at least

three-quarters of a mile astern of the Taiyo.

The Taiyo approached the school of fish, slowed her

engine, and then stopped it and drifted into the school.

She came practically to a stop, her men started throwing

bait, and fish started to jump [A. 112-15; 119]. When

her engine had been stopped for about three minutes [A.

120] and her men were about to commence fishing, the

Dependable passed on the Taiyo's port hand, and at full

speed attempted to cut directly across the Taiyo's bow at

an angle of about 45° and not more than six feet ahead

of her [A. 113, 178]. She probably would have passed

clear ahead of the Taiyo, but the helmsman of the De-

pendable tried to make a very sharp turn to the left [A.

114, 123]. As the Dependable came ahead of the

Taiyo's bow, the Taiyo reversed her engine, and when

she had started backing through the water, her wheel was

put hard left, her bow swung slightly to starboard, and

she moved back about a ship's length, when the starboard

side of the Dependable crashed into her stem [A. 121-2].

Following the impact the Dependable passed ahead,

circled to her port and came back, while the Taiyo swung

in a quarter circle to her own starboard [A. 125, 184].
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Question in the Case.

Each vessel asserts that she was nearer to the school

of fish than the other when the maneuvers commenced,

led the other all the way to the school, and reached it

and commenced fishing operations several minutes before

the arrival of the other. The stories are irreconcilable,

and one version or the other must be untrue in all essen-

tial substance. The question for determination is, with

which side, if either, does the evidence preponderate when

the conflicting versions are examined in the light of the

circumstances, physical facts and inherent probabilities?

The trial judge accepted whole cloth the Taiyo's ver-

sion and rejected the Dependable's, because he believed

he found in the Dependable's own evidence an admis-

sion of her master that the Taiyo had arrived first at the

school, and because he concluded, with approximately equal

speeds, the Taiyo could not have caught up with the

Dependable.

The evidence may be divided, for purposes of examina-

tion, into two phases: (1) The movements of the two

vessels up to the time when each had arrived at the school

of fish where the collision took place, and (2) the im-

mediate maneuvers at the school which are claimed to

have brought about the collision.

As we develop the first phase it will appear that the

imperfections which the trial court purported to find in

the Dependable's evidence are non-existant. This should

demolish the foundation of the trial court's decision.

When the Dependable's evidence is fairly weighed

against the Taiyo's, free from any presumption of false-

hood, the weight of evidence will be that the Depend-

able was first at the school and the Taiyo overhauled her

there.
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An analysis of the second phase should completely dis-

credit the Taiyo's story, for, as we shall see, the maneuvers

which her witnesses have described are mechanically im-

possible.

We point out again that the trial judge did not see or

hear a single witness, but decided the case on the identical

record now before this court.

Specification of Errors Relied Upon.

Upon the trial court's oral opinion, the formal findings

were prepared by the Taiyo's counsel, which follow sub-

stantially the allegations of the Taiyo's pleadings. All

essential facts were found against the Dependable and

in favor of the Taiyo, and under the prevailing practice

each material finding was assigned as error.

The findings and conclusions, and the respective assign-

ments of error directed to each, are so inter-related that

separate discussion of each is practically impossible. The

decision of the court, and the findings and conclusions as

a whole, must stand or fall, depending on a review of the

whole evidence and a determination as to which, if either,

story should be accepted, and which rejected.

We have, therefore, grouped under each of the follow-

ing summations the specific errors assigned and relied

upon, which relate to each of the two phases of the presen-

tation of evidence which we indicated at the end of the

preceding statement:

1. The trial court erred in finding that the Taiyo

arrived first at the school of fish where the collision oc-

curred and that the Dependable overtook the Taiyo;

and in failing to find that the Dependable arrived first

at the said school and was there overtaken by the Taiyo.
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[Assignments of Error I, II, III, A. 96; VII, VIII, IX,

A. 97; XI, XIII, XIV, A. 98; XVI, XX, A. 99.]

2. The trial court erred in finding that just before the

collision the Dependable headed across the Taiyo's bow,

ported her helm and swung her stern into the Taiyo's

stem ; and in failing to find that shortly before the collision

the Taiyo was on a course converging with the course

of the Dependable and bearing on the Dependable's

starboard quarter; that she changed her course to port

toward the Dependable, and struck the Dependable on

the latter 's starboard quarter. [Assignments of Error IV,

A. 96; V, VI, X A. 97; XII, XIV, XV, A. 98; XVII,

XVIII, XIX, A. 99; XXI, XXIII, A. 100.]

Summary of Argument.

The court's primary reason for finding against the

Dependable and in favor of the Taiyo was an imagined

statement by the Dependable's captain that the Taiyo

had arrived first at the school of fish where the collision

occurred. There is no such statement or inference any-

where in the Dependable's case. Her evidence is posi-

tive and unimpeached that she was nearer to the school

than the Taiyo when the movements were started, led

the Taiyo all the way, and had arrived at the school and

commenced fishing operations several minutes before the

Taiyo came up. The Dependable's answer alleged and

her witnesses all testified that en route to the school and

before either vessel reached it, the Taiyo stopped and

threw bait, but this incident took place several hundred

feet from the school where the collision occurred and

several minutes before the collision.

The trial judge rejected the Dependable's evidence

because he erroneously assumed her witnesses claimed to
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have been overtaken by the Taiyo, while both vessels were

running at equal speeds. This assumption was baseless,

for the Dependable's evidence is plain that the Taiyo

did not gain on her materially while both vessels were

under way. The overtaking took place after the De-

pendable had reached the school and during an interval

of three or four minutes or more after the Dependable

had stopped her engines.

When the Dependable's evidence as to the maneuvers

of the vessels approaching the point of collision is prop-

erly read and understood, it is clear and convincing that

the Dependable arrived first at the school and the Taiyo

overtook her there.

The trial court should have applied its "equal speed"

reasoning to the Taiyo's evidence, for by her testimony

it is claimed that while the Taiyo was proceeding to the

school at full speed and a long distance ahead of the

Dependable, the Dependable got under way and gained

materially upon the Taiyo;—a manifest impossibility. To

have overtaken the Taiyo in the manner described in the

Taiyo's evidence, the Dependable would have had to

run three-quarters of a mile in a period not exceeding

one to three minutes. At full speed it would take the

Dependable more than five minutes to cover that dis-

tance.

The evidence of the Taiyo as to being overtaken by

the Dependable is so contradictory, inconsistent and at

variance with probabilities that it is unworthy of credit

and should be rejected in toto.

In describing the immediate maneuvers by which the col-

lision took place, the Dependable's evidence is that she

was practically at rest in the school of fish when the
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Taiyo came from behind her on a converging course,

turned to port and struck the Dependable head on, on

the starboard quarter. This evidence is reasonable, un-

impeached, and is corroborated by the marks of collision

on the Dependable's hull.

The happening of the collision in the manner described

by the Taiyo is a demonstrable impossibility for, if the

Taiyo was making the maneuvers her witnesses de-

scribe (backing and swinging to starboard), it was a

physical impossibility for the Dependable's starboard

quarter to have swung into her and inflicted damage to

her stem.

The Dependable's hull showed no marks consistent

with her having swung her stern into the Taiyo's bow.

The marks which do appear could not have been made

by such a blow. They are consistent only with a colli-

sion such as was described by the Dependable's wit-

nesses.

The evidence of the Taiyo's engineer contradicts in

material respects the testimony of her navigators, and in

many respects is corroborative of or consistent with the

evidence of the Dependable.

When all of the conflicting evidence is weighed in the

light of the usual tests for credibility, the Taiyo's evi-

dence is so palpably and completely discredited that it

cannot conceivably be the basis of a just judgment against

the Dependable. The Dependable's evidence is unim-

peached and entitled to full credit.

The Dependable has sustained the burden of proof

of showing that the collision was due to the faults of the

Taiyo, and the Taiyo has not sustained the burden of

showing any fault by the Dependable.
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ARGUMENT.

I.

The Trial Court Erred in Finding That the TAIYO
Arrived First at the Schol of Fish Where the Col-

lision Occurred and That the DEPENDABLE
Overtook the TAIYO; and in Failing to Find That

the DEPENDABLE Arrived First at the Said

School and Was There Overtaken by the TAIYO.

Text of Assignments of Error Covered by This

Subdivision:

I. The Court erred in finding that the Taiyo started

for the school of fish before the Dependable started in

motion.

IL The Court erred in finding that as the two vessels

were proceeding toward the school of fish, the Dependa-

ble was bearing on the Taiyo's port quarter, and in fail-

ing to find that at all times prior to the collision the

Dependable was bearing on the Taiyo's port bow, and

the Taiyo was on the Dependable's starboard quarter.

III. The Court erred in finding that the Taiyo ar-

rived at the school of fish before the Dependable, or

commenced any fishing operations thereat prior to the

arrival of the Dependable at said school.

VII. The Court erred in finding that the Taiyo ap-

proached or reached the school of fish while the Depend-

able was still proceeding at a speed of 8% knots or at

any appreciable speed.
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VIII. The Court erred in finding that the Dependable

overtook the Taiyo or was ever as to the Taiyo an over-

taking vessel.

IX. The Court erred in finding that the collision took

place almost immediately after the Dependable arrived at

the school of fish, and in failing to find that the Depend-

able had reached said school, stopped, and was drifting

at bare momentum during several minutes immediately

before the Taiyo approached the said school.

XL The Court erred in finding that prior to the col-

lision, the Taiyo approached any school of fish, or stopped

her engines or threw bait or prepared to fish at any school

of fish, which was ever approached by the Dependable.

XIII. The Court erred in finding that the testimony

of the Dependable's witnesses was not convincing, and

in failing to accept the same.

XIV. The Court erred in finding that the Depend-

able failed to keep out of the way of the Taiyo or failed

to avoid crossing ahead of the Taiyo.

XVI. The Court erred in finding that the Taiyo was,

by fishermen's custom or otherwise, entitled to fish the

said school of fish, exclusively or at all.

XX. The Court erred in failing to find that at all

times prior to the collision the Taiyo was an overtaking

vessel as respects the Dependable, and was at all times

bound to keep clear of the Dependable.
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A.

The DEPENDABLE'S Evidence That She Led the TAIYO
to the School and Arrived There First Is Entirely

Credible and Contains No Admission or Suggestion That

the TAIYO reached the School While the DEPEND-
ABLE Was Still Approaching It.

One cannot read the trial court's opinion [A. 77-81]

without its being fully apparent that the decision against

the Dependable is based fundamentally upon the assump-

tion that the Dependable's master stated or admitted the

Taiyo had arrived first at the school of fish and was

throwing bait there while the Dependable was still ap-

proaching under power. Such an assertion is made in

the Court's opinion three different times [A. 78-9]. If

any such statement or admission actually had been made,

we would concede it would justify the viewing of the

Dependable's whole story with strong suspicion or even

the rejecting of it entirely.

But there is no such statement or admission, and none

can be legitimately implied. The trial judge has completely

misread or misunderstood the Dependable's evidence,

and has given judgment against her on an entirely false

premise.

In essential summary, the following is the testimony

given by Captain Alioto, and corroborated in all essential

respects by Sardina, the mastman, and Frank Alioto, Sr.,

the helmsman:

The school of fish was east of us, about half a mile

away. We started after the school at three-quarters speed,
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about 8j/2 miles per hour. The Taiyq was headed for

the fish too, bearing on our starboard quarter about half

or three-quarters of a mile away. The Taiyq was com-

ing right behind us. She seemed to be catching up in a

way. Then when we were about two city blocks from

the fish she "stopped" [stopped her engine and coasted,

A. 231], and I saw them throwing bait. The Taiyq was

then on the Dependable's starboard quarter about one

or one and a half blocks away. We went on to the school,

stopped the engine and coasted into it, and started throw-

ing bait. We were just ready to start fishing when I

turned around and saw the Taiyq coming at full speed

on the same course as before she stopped. I happened to

see her turn and she headed right towards us. She turned

to port when she was about three ships lengths away and

headed for the Dependable. I yelled to the crew to get

out of the way, told the helmsman to put the wheel hard

to starboard, and I started the engine full speed ahead.

It was three or four minutes or more from the time we

stopped the engine at the school until we started again

when the Taiyq headed toward us. We were drifting

very slowly, barely moving. We were in the school and

the fish were jumping all around us. We couldn't get out

of the way and the Taiyq ran into us [A. 276-82]. Ex. I

[A. 296] shows the position of the two vessels with refer-

ence to the school when the Taiyq stopped her engine and

threw bait.

The same ground is covered by Sardina [A. 333-6] and

by Frank Alioto, Sr. [A. 373-5].
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The trial judge's view of this testimony could only come

from the belief that when the Taiyo was seen to stop

her engine and throw bait, she was already at the school

where the collision took place, and not, as the Depend-

able's witnesses actually said, several hundred feet short

of it. This incident, as related in the Dependable's testi-

mony, took place considerably before either vessel had

reached the school and at least hve minutes before the

collision. The witnesses are explicit that the Taiyo was

nowhere near the point of collision when she slowed and

threw bait. The school where the collision took place

was a small one [A. 279, 347]. The Dependable was

still about two city blocks from it and the Taiyo consid-

erably more.

In their briefs in the trial court the Taiyo's counsel

stated that the Dependable had "admitted" that the Taiyo

had stopped and thrown bait before the Dependable had

reached the school. The Dependable's witnesses did not

admit it; they asserted it. The incident was alleged in

the appellant's answer [A. 2S], and related in the wit-

nesses' direct examination. The incident happened en

route to the school,—not at it.

The Taiyo's counsel say it is highly improbable that the

Taiyo would have stopped and thrown bait two or three

blocks short of the school. We can see no such improb-

ability. The reasonable assumption is, at that point tliere

appeared to the Taiyo some indication of fish. Tuna

manifest their presence by disturbance of the surface

of the water. A tuna boat, seeing such indications, goes
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to the point and throws bait to cause the fish to rise.

Sometimes they do and sometimes not. We cannot know

what indications of fish were seen by the Taiyo at that

point. It may have been the wake of the school the

Dependable was pursuing or an offshoot from it. It may

have been the signs of another school entirely. Possibly

it was some natural disturbance of the water. If the

Taiyo saw signs indicating fish, it would be natural for

her to slow clown and bait the water. If the fish did not

rise, as they evidently did not, she naturally would move

on immediately.

After the Taiyo slowed and threw bait, the Depend-

able continued on to the school she was pursuing, stopped,

baited the water, and the fish began to rise. After she

stopped her engine, an interval of three or four minutes

or more elapsed. The Taiyo in the meanwhile had evi-

dently resumed her course and come up to the school,

where she was again observed by the Dependable just

making her disastrous turn to port.

When the record of the Dependable's testimony is read

with unprejudiced eyes, it discloses a perfectly rational

and probable explanation of the collision. In every respect

it is within the probabilities of the situation and calls for

no straining of credulity to entitle it to acceptance at its

face value. And, there is not an iota of justification for

a conclusion that the Taiyo did arrive or could have ar-

rived at the school ahead of the Dependable or simul-

taneously with her.
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B.

There Was Ample Time for the DEPENDABLE to Have

Been Overtaken by the TAIYO, and the DEPEND-
ABLE'S Evidence That She Was So Overtaken Is

Credible and Convincing.

The trial judge announced that the Dependable's evi-

dence was not convincing for, the speeds of the vessels

being equal, the Taiyo could not have caught up w^ith

the Dependable [A. 80]. The Court did not tell us why

the same reasoning was not applied to the evidence of the

Taiyo, where it would have had far more cogent applica-

tion.

The vice of this analysis, as applied to the Dependa-

ble's case, is that her witnesses did not claim to have been

overtaken while under way. The overtaking took place

several minutes after the Dependable had stopped her

engine at her objective, during which interval she was

not under way.

As described by Captain Alioto, the initial positions of

the vessels were: The Dependable headed northerly,

the school of fish about half a mile east of her, and the

Taiyo about half or three-quarters of a mile southeast.

The positions would thus form a triangle, with the hypo-

tenuse represented by the line from the Taiyo to the fish

[See Ex. E, A. 273; Ex. H, A. 293]. If each vessel pro-

ceeded directly to the fish, the distance each would have

to travel is roughly represented by the ratios : Depend-

able—3.5; Taiyo—5.5. The courses would converge at

the fish. The vessels evidently started for the fish at
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approximately the same time, for as the Dependable

headed toward the fish, the Taiyo was observed to be

under way and headed for them [A. 277].

There is evidence that as the vessels proceeded toward

the school the Taiyo appeared to be catching up slightly

[A. 278], but this was so slight that Captain Alioto

qualified his statement, 'Tt looked like she was catching

up." The Taiyo could gain slightly on the Dependable,

for the latter was running at three-quarters speed. The

vessels' normal cruising speeds were approximately equal,

but the Taiyo could do 10 miles if forced [A. 174].

It is not improbable that at this time the Taiyo may

have been gaining on the Dependable a trifle, but there

is not the slightest suggestion that this slight "catching

up" resulted or could have resulted in an overtaking.

The significant overtaking took place after the Depend-

able had reached the school and stopped her engine.

When the Dependable was about two blocks from the

fish, the Taiyo, bearing on the Dependable's starboard

quarter, was seen to stop her engine, coast and throw

bait. The Dependable went on to the fish and the

Taiyo momentarily passed out of the picture. When

about 75 or 100 feet short of the school the Dependable

stopped her engine, coasted into the school and commenced

fishing operations. When the Taiyo was next observed

she evidently had come ahead on her former course to a

position upon the Dependable's starboard quarter and

about three ships lengths away. There she turned to port

and headed toward the Dependable's starboard side. The
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Dependable immediately started her engine in an en-

deavor to avoid being run down [A. 278-82].

The Dependable's evidence is positive that several

minutes elapsed after the Dependable stopped her engine

at the school and when she started it again, when the

Taiyo turned toward her. Captain Alioto said it was

three or four minutes or more [A. 282]. During that

interval the Dependable was drifting, losing her head-

way, and throwing bait. She came practically to a stand

still and the fish were all around her. When she started

her engine again, her headway, if anything, was not more

than one-half mile per hour [A. 281-2].

When the Taiyo was seen to stop and throw bait, the

Dependable, still running under power, was two blocks

from the school;—say 600 to 1000 feet. It would take

her a minute or more to reach the point where she stopped

her engine, and then there elapsed three or four minutes

or more until the Taiyo arrived and turned to port.

When the Taiyo stopped her engine she was about 2^
blocks from the school, probably somewhere between 800

and 1200 feet. At her full speed she would cover that

distance in less than two minutes. She had stopped her

engine to throw bait, and no doubt had lost some speed.

She may even have lost way entirely, but within four or

five minutes of stopping her engine she could easily have

come ahead and traversed the full distance to the point

of collision, with time to spare. A vessel traveling at 8^
miles per hour will make approximately 860 feet per min-

ute.

Here again our analysis shows that the Dependable's

evidence is entitled to full credit, and that the Court's

reasoning, based upon the presume equal speeds of the

vessels, has no application to the situation.
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c.

The TAIYO'S Evidence That She Was Overtaken by the

DEPENDABLE Is Incredible in the Light of the Speeds

and Positions of the Vessels.

The trial judge's speed test can be applied with much

more convincing results to the version of the preliminary

maneuvers given by the Taiyo.

The initial positions, as fixed by Captain Imahashi, the

Taiyo's master, were: The Taiyo headed north, the

Dependable half a mile or thereabouts northeast of her,

and the school of fish half a mile to the south of the

Taiyo [A. 112, 114, 117; Ex. 2, A. 129]. The positions

as described and diagrammed place the Taiyo practically

between the fish and the Dependable; the Taiyo was

not over half a mile from the fish, and the Dependable

was at least twice that distance from them. In the initial

position, the Taiyo was closer to the fish than she was

to the Dependable [A. 172].

Upon sighting the fish the Taiyo got under way, made

a 180° turn to starboard and headed for the fish, leaving

the Dependable lying in the initial position. The De-

pendable did not move until the Taiyo had made her

turn and traversed half the distance from her initial

position to the school of fish. At that point the Depend-

able started her engine and came toward the Taiyo

and the fish [A. 112, 113; Ex. 3, A. 133]. It would fol-

low that at this point the Taiyo was not more than a

quarter of a mile from the fish, moving at full speed, and

the Dependable, just getting under way, was three-quar-

ters of a mile astern of the Taiyo and a mile from the

school.

The Taiyo proceeded to the school at her full speed

without changing course [A. 119]. Short of the school
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she slowed her engine, reached the school, stopped her

engine and commenced throwing bait. About three min-

utes elapsed from the stopping of the Taiyo's engine [A.

120], when the Dependable suddenly cut across the

Taiyo's bow at an angle of 45° and not more than 5 or

6 feet ahead of the Taiyo [A. 178]. In other words, the

Dependable covered three-quarters of a mile of water

in something less than three minutes and came to a posi-

tion ahead of the Taiyo !

Captain Imahashi's testimony puts sufficient strain upon

credulity, but he is moderate as compared to the Taiyo's

fish boss and helmsman, Meneji Shibata. He describes

a gaining on the Taiyo by the Dependable which could

hardly be accomplished by an aeroplane.

Shibata diagrammed the initial positions in Ex. 7 [A.

200] substantially as did Imahashi in Ex. 2 [A. 129].

He saw the fish, turned the Taiyo around and headed

for the school, running at 8 to 8^ miles per hour, which

was maintained for 3 or 4 minutes [A. 202]. About

300 feet from the school the Taiyo slowed her engine,

came up to the school and stopped. The Dependable

crossed ahead, the Taiyo's engine was reversed, and the

collision occurred. It was a "very short time" between the

stopping of the Taiyo's engine and its reversal [A. 208].

When the engine was slowed, the Dependable was on

the Taiyo's port quarter, as indicated in Ex. 8 [A. 205].

When the engine was stopped, the Dependable was

"slightly in the rear" of the Taiyo [A. 207].

On cross-examination Shibata stated that the De-

pendable did not move from her initial position until

after the Taiyo had made her turn, traversed approxi-

mately half the distance to the school, and come in to the

position marked "T. 2" on Ex. 7 [A. 200]. Then the
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Dependable started her engine for the first time [A.

216]. The Taiyo was then 400 or 500 feet from the

school, and the Dependable 600 or 700 feet behind the

Taiyo [A. 216-17]. Shibata was watching the Depend-

able constantly and she was gaining all the time on the

Taiyo. When the Taiyo slowed her engine and the ves-

sels were in the positions diagrammed in Ex. 8 [A. 205],

the Taiyo was about 300 feet from the school and the

Dependable had come up to about 400 feet behind the

Taiyo! [A. 217]. This boils down to the fantastic asser-

tion that while the Taiyo, at 8>^ miles per hour, was run-

ning 200 feet or less, the Dependable got under way from

a standstill and gained at least 200 feet on the Taiyo!

If Shibata will solemnly swear to such a miracle as

that, he obviously will swear to anything to maintain

his case.

The patent falsity of that evidence cannot be excused

by claiming that it is due merely to reckless mis-estimates

of time and distance. Regardless of time and distance,

the Dependable could not get under way and gain on

the Taiyo with the latter running at 8j4 knots. The

distance between the vessels simply could not narrow and

inevitably it would widen until the Dependable had at-

tained her full speed.

Shibata testified that he was constantly watching the

Dependable out of the pilot house door from the time

the Taiyo slowed her engine until the collision [A. 217-

18]. This is absurd on its face when we remember that

all the while he purportedly was handling the wheel in the

delicate maneuver of placing the Taiyo in fishing posi-

tion at the school of fish.
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On the evidence of both of the Taiyo's witnesses, it is

clear that each of them intended the court to beheve that

in the initial positions the Dependable was at least twice

the distance from the school of fish as was the Taiyo,

and that the Taiyo got under way and traversed about

half her distance to the school before the Dependable

started up. Also that the Taiyo ran at full speed until

she had practically reached the school, when she slowed

her engine, came up to the school and stopped.

Now it is perfectly obvious to anyone that the De-

pendable could not make any appreciable gain on the

Taiyo as long as the Taiyo was going full ahead. The

Dependable's speed could not equal the speed of the

Taiyo until the Dependable attained full headway, a

factor which would more than offset any gain which the

Dependable would make betw^een the slowing of the

Taiyo's engine and stopping it at the school. The Taiyo

would ''coast" 300 feet without any engine power in less

than a minute. It follows inevitably that any gaining on

the Taiyo by the Dependable could not have taken place

before the Taiyo arrived at the school, and if the De-

pendable ever came up with the Taiyo the whole maneu-

ver must have been accomplished between the stopping of

the Taiyo's engine at the school and the reversing of it

when the Dependable is said to have crossed her bow.

According to Imahashi's testimony, the necessary infer-

ence is that when the Dependable started in motion she

was about three-quarters of a mile behind the Taiyo.

Imahashi testified that the interval between the stopping

of the Taiyo's engine and the starting of it in reverse,

just before the collision, was three minutes [A. 120].

Shibata said ''a very short time" [A. 208]. Hidman, the

Taiyo's engineer, was in the engine room, and when the en-
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gine stopped he came on deck immediately and saw the De-

pendable on the Taiyo's port bow [A. 240]. He had

only to cHmb seven steps to reach the deck [A. 257-8],

so he must have seen the Dependable in that position

less than a minute after the Taiyo's engine stopped.

It follows that if the Dependable ever came up with

the Taiyo, she had to do it in not more than three minutes

my Imahashi's estimate, and in one minute or less by

comparison with the time it took Hidman to climb seven

steps from the engine room!

The Dependable at her full speed would require over

five minutes to run three-quarters of a mile. Her full

speed at 8^ miles is approximately 860 feet per minute.

We have not the space to cover all or even many
of other impossibilities, improbabilities, inconsistencies and

contradictions in the testimony of the two Japanese. Many
of them will be apparent from a reading of the record.

Repeatedly Imahashi and Shibata contradicted themselves

and each other. Their estimates of time and distance for

the most part are ridiculous when tested by the known

speeds of the vessels and their own testimony as to how the

engines were running. They do not even agree as to

which of them was directing the Taiyo's movements [A

177, 202], whether the school of fish was moving south

or east [A. 172, 174, 202], or whether at the time of the

collision Imahashi was on deck in front of the pilot house

[A. 120] or inside [A. 202].

It is significant to observe that on an occasion just a few

days after the collision and long before his testimony was

taken, Captain Imahashi of the Taiyo gave his sanction

to a delination of the collision maneuvers which is very

much difl:'erent from the picture which he painted in his

testimony and diagrams. At San Jose del Cabo, Imahashi
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made a report to the Mexican authorities, accompanied by

a sketch [Ex. C for Iden. A. 191] which was drawn by

the Taiyo's engineer, at Imahashi's direction [A. 189-93].

We ask the Court to note the initial positions of the

vessels and the school of fish, and the movements of the

Dependable, as delineated in that sketch and then com-

pare them with Imahashi's testimony and diagrams [A.

129-33]. It can be readily seen that the engineer's sketch

depicts a radically different situation as to initial positions

and the purported course of the Dependable. The initial

positions in the engineer's sketch come far closer to the

positions described in the Dependable's evidence than

they do to the positions described by Imahashi and

Shibata.

The discrepancy cannot be blamed upon the engineer,

for he did not see the vessels in their initial positions and

did not see the Dependable at all until a moment before

the collision. He could only have drawn the sketch upon

directions given him by Imahashi.

In the light of all these defects, we cannot understand

how the trial court could have been so gullible as to have

accepted the Taiyo's story as the basis of findings that

she was first at the school and was overtaken by the

Dependable. The Taiyo's story must be in all essence a

complete fabrication. Shibata's evidence was so dis-

credited by his cross-examination as to be unworthy of

belief in any particular. Imahashi's story is demonstrably

impossible, unless the Taiyo was stopped at the school for

nearly six minutes before the collision, an inference which

we can not possibly entertain without doubling Imahashi's

own statement of the elapsed time and disregarding en-

tirely the significant testimony of Hidman.
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ll.

The Trial Court Erred in Finding That Just Before

the Collision the DEPENDABLE Headed Across

the TAIYO'S Bow, Ported Her Helm and Swung
Her Stern Into the TAIYO'S Stem; and in Fail-

ing to Find That Shortly Before the Collision the

TAIYO Was on a Course Converging With the

Course of the DEPENDABLE and Bearing on

the DEPENDABLE'S Starboard Quarter; That

She Changed Her Course to Port Toward the

DEPENDABLE, and Struck the DEPENDABLE
on the Latter's Starboard Quarter.

Text of Assignments of Error Covered by This

Subdivision:

IV. The Court erred in finding that the Dependable

headed across the Taiyo's bow or crossed or attempted to

cross ahead of the Taiyo, or proceeded to a position ahead

of the Taiyo.

V. The Court erred in finding that shortly before the

collision the Dependable put her rudder hard left.

VI. The Court erred in finding that the Dependable

was maneuvered so as to throw her starboard quarter

into the Taiyo's stem.

X. The Court erred in finding that at the time of the

collision the Dependable was proceeding under any

momentum or speed in excess of one mile per hour.

XII. The Court erred in finding that by the impact

of the collision the fastenings of the Taiyo were pulled

away from the stem, and that the stem of the Taiyo was

twisted to the right, and in failing to find that the

Taiyo's stem was smashed in at about the water line at

the point where the stem stuck the Dependable's guard.
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XIV. The Court erred in finding that the Depend-

able failed to keep out of the way of the Taiyo or failed

to avoid crossing ahead of the Taiyo.

XV. The Court erred in finding that it was impossible

for the Taiyo to avoid the collision.

XVII. The Court erred in finding that the Depend-

able attempted to crowd into the immediate vicinity of the

school of fish, or recklessly or carelessly interfered with

the Taiyo, or disregarded any rights of the Taiyo, or

failed to take seasonable steps to avoid the collision.

XVIII. The Court erred in finding that the Depend-

able failed to keep a proper lookout.

XIX. The Court erred in finding that the collision

and the resulting damage to the Taiyo were caused solely

or at all by any negligent navigation or faults of the De-

pendable, and in finding that the Dependable was guilty

of any faults or negligence in connection with the col-

lision.

XXI. The Court erred in failing to find that shortly

before the collision the Taiyo, then being on a course con-

verging with the course of the Dependable and bearing-

well on the Dependable's starboard quarter, changed her

course to port and headed toward the starboard side of

of the Dependable.

XXIII. The Court erred in faiHng to find that the

collision and all consequent damage to both vessels was

solely and proximately caused by the faults and negligence

of the Taiyo in failing to keep clear of and avoid inter-

fering with the Dependable.
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A.

Analysis o£ the DEPENDABLE'S Evidence.

Our previous examination of the Dependable's evi-

dence brings her up to the point where she had arrived

at the school of tish. Her engine had been stopped for

several minutes, and practically all her momentum had

been lost. The Taiyo, v^hich had slowed down to throv;

bait far short of the school, was well behind the De-

pendable and was not under immediate observation. The

Dependable had baited the school and the fish were

jumping all around her.

Just then the Taiyo was observed coming ahead on her

former course, which converged with the heading of the

Dependable, and when she had come up on the Depend-

able's starboard quarter to a distance of about three ships

lengths, she turned quite sharply to her port and headed

for the Dependable's side. From the wave thrown by

her bow, she seemed to be coming at full speed [A. 279-

80]. When the Taiyo so changed her heading, a collision

appeared to be imminent, and to avoid it the Dependable

set her engine full ahead and her helm to starboard. Her

head swung slightly, but she had not picked up any per-

ceptible speed until the impact. The collision came less

than half a minute after the Taiyo made her turn. The

Taiyo struck the Dependable's starboard side 16 feet

forward of her stern. The Dependable heeled to port

from the blow and then rolled back, and her skiff in its

cradle was struck against the Taiyo's bow. The De-

pendable swung around (stern to port), and the Taiyo,

her bow swinging to her port, passed the Dependable's

stern and made a half circle [A. 282-4]. Just before the

impact there was a puff of smoke from the Taiyo's stack

A. 323], suggesting that her engine was being put astern.
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The above summary is from the testimony of Captain

AHoto, and is fully corroborated by Sardina and Frank

Alioto, Sr. It was also corroborated by Frank Alioto,

Jr., who was on the Dependable's stern, about to com-

mence fishing [A. 348-61].

This evidence is uncomplicated and straightforward, and

does no violence to the probabilities, despite a comment

made by the Taiyo's counsel in the trial court, and which

they no doubt will make again. They have stated that it

was "fantastic on its face" that the Taiyo should so

change her course and bring about a collision. We can-

not see why it is any more fantastic than the facts of

almost any collision, and certainly it is far less fantastic

and puts much less strain upon credulity than the evidence

of the Taiyo as to the Dependable's maneuvers. It is

generally difficult to understand why one vessel should

run into another in plain sight, but it happens frequently

enough to fill the books with collision litigation.

We do not know what mental processes or lack of them

actuated the Taiyo's navigator when he turned the vessel

to port. Certainly we do not think he intended to run

into the Dependable. We do think that he either did not

see her or misjudged her distance or headway, or both.

However, it is no part of the Dependable's case to evolve

reasons for the Taiyo's movements. Her witnesses can

only relate them as they were observed.

The conclusion that the collision occurred in a manner

substantially as described by the Dependable's witnesses

receives strong support from a source which cannot be

impeached;—the marks of the collision on her own struc-

ture. We shall consider these marks after examining the

Taiyo's evidence.
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B.

It Is a Physical and Mechanical Impossibility That a Collision

Occured in the Manner Described by the TAIYO.

The Taiyo's witnesses claim that when she was prac-

tically at rest in the water at a school of fish, the De-

pendable came from behind her, passed on her port side,

cut across her course at full speed, ported helm, and swung

the Dependable's stern against the Taiyo's stempiece

The normal reaction to the bare statement is,—unlikely if

not impossible! An examination of the evidence in detail

will show that it is demonstrably impossible.

There is no claim that the Taiyo was struck elsewhere

than on the stempiece. Imahashi testified that the blow

came on the left hand side of the stem and a gap was

opened between the stem and the planking [A. 194]. It

opened a crack on the lefthand side of the stempiece ex-

tending from the water line about 4 feet down [A. 142].

Frank Alioto, Jr., who observed the damage to the

Taiyo's bow from the stern of the Dependable, im-

mediately following the collision, said that the stempiece

for about 18 inches at the water line was smashed in,—so

that the butts of the side planking could be seen [A. 349-

50] . Admittedly the stempiece and it alone was hit. There

is no evidence or suggestion of a contact on any of the

planking on the port side of the bow [A. 122, 194]. It

is also undisputed that the part of the Dependable which

took the first impact was the heavy guardrail [Ex. G, A.

290], a timber about 4x8 inches, which projected 6^
inches from the Dependable's side [A. 287-9].

The Taiyo's evidence is that after her engine had been

stopped for about three minutes and her men were ready

to fish, the Dependable suddenly loomed up directly
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ahead of the Taiyo's bow, with her stem already past the

line of the Taiyo's course. Immediately the Taiyo's

engine was put in reverse [A. 121]. The alleged positions

of the two vessels when the engine was reversed were

diagrammed by both Imahashi and Shibata [Exs. 4, 9;

A. 136, 210]. Both diagrams show the Dependable

crossing at an angle of 45° or thereabouts. She was very

close to the Taiyo's bow; 5 or 6 feet [Imahashi, A. 178-

9]; not more than 20 feet [Shibata. A. 209]. The De-

pendable probably would have cleared the Taiyo [A.

123], but just when the Taiyo's engine was reversed, the

Dependable's helmsman put her wheel hard left [A. 114,

179], and the stern of the Dependable swung toward the

Taiyo's bow.

Then, according to Captain Imahashi, the following

occurred

:

The Taiyo had been moving ahead very slowly. The

order to reverse the engine was given just as the De-

pendable ported her helm [A. 179]. The engine was

put in reverse, the Taiyo's slight forward headway was

stopped, and she began moving astern. xA.s the movement

astern became apparent, her wheel was turned five turns

to port. Her head swung to starboard and she moved

backward about a boat's length. Then the Dependable's

quarter crashed into her bow [A. 121-2; 182, 224]. The

Dependable was crossing at full speed, apparently 9 or

9^ miles, and she did not slow down [A. 123-4; 218].

Let us examine that testimony in the light of a few

physical and mechanical verities.

It is elementary nautical mechanics that when a vessel's

rudder is changed, she swings on what is called her
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"pivoting point", somewhere just forward of amidships.

The rudder, opposed to the rush of water, kicks the stern

to the outside of the turn, and the vessel moves partly

sideways and partly forward into the direction of the

turn, until the pressure of the rudder is released and she

settles on her new course. The stern describes an el-

liptical arc, the radius of which can never be greater than

the distance from the pivoting point to the rear of the

vessel. So, if the Dependable, crossing ahead of the

Taivo, as described, put her helm hard left, the first effect

would be a kick of her stern to the right, a general side-

ways movement of her whole structure along the line of

her old course, and the beginning of a forward movement

toward the left of the old course. If the angle of her old

course was at 45° with the heading of the Taiyo, that

angle would be progressively narrowed with the kick of

the stern to the right, and by the time the stern had swung

far enough to strike any part of the Taiyo, the angle

would be very acute. So, even if the Taiyo stood rock

still in the water or continued to move ahead, it is highly

improbable that her stempiece alone would be hit, for the

blow would be taken farther aft on the bulge of the bow.

Before any swing could be made which would hit the

stempiece alone, the angle of the old course would have

to be increased until it approached 90°.

But, according to Captain Imahashi, the Taiyo did not

continue ahead or remain still in the water. Her bow

swung to starboard and away from the swing of the De-

pendable's stern. If it swung only a few feet it would

be impossible for an impact to take place on the stem for,

by the time the two vessels came in contact, their keels

would be practically parallel.
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Finally, if the Taiyo moved astern any substantial part

of a boat's length, she withdrew herself far beyond the

reach of any possible swing the Dependable's stern could

make!

The Dependable is only 86 feet long, and the distance

from her pivoting point to her stern could hardly be more

than 50 feet. The Taiyo is 111 feet long, and if she

backed up even half her length, no collision whatsoever

could have occurred.

Let us now turn to the time element. If the Depend-

able crossed the Taiyo's bow at her normal speed and so

closely that she could swing her stern into it, the inter-

val between her change of helm and the impact must have

been only a matter of seconds. Assume, with Shibata,

that her crossing was 20 feet ahead when she put her

helm to port, the point of contact on her starboard quar-

ter could not have been over 50 feet from the Taiyo's

bow when the movement started. At 8^ or 9 miles per

hour, she would travel between 13 and 15 feet a second

straight ahead, and on a hard left turn, the momentum of

the swing of her stern would be at least half of that

speed. Without going into engineering refinement, it is

safe to say that a swing of her stern to starboard, as de-

scribed by the Taiyo's witnesses, could not have occupied

over ten seconds from start to finish, and the impact would

have come within that ten seconds, if it were going to

come at all.

The Taiyo's master claims that during the interval be-

tween the start of the swing and the impact, the Taiyo's

engine was put in reverse, overcame the slight headway

which the vessel had, and started her moving astern [A.

121, 181]. When the movement astern became apparent,
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Tmahashi ordered the wheel hard left; Shibata obeyed and

gave the hand wheel five turns; the vessel's head swung

to the starboard, and she moved astern about a boat's

length. Then came the impact.

We submit, those things could hardly be accomplished

in a full minute!

If the Taiyo's counsel adopt the same tactics here that

they did in the trial court, they will concede that a col-

lision was impossible if the Taiyo moved astern, and will

seek to escape the eifect of Imahashi's testimony by re-

pudiating it. They will ''concede" that the Taiyo did not

move astern to any appreciable extent; that Imahashi

"corrected" his statement, and that none of the other wit-

nesses testified the vessel was going astern. They will

even go so far as to claim that the Taiyo was still going

ahead at the moment of impact.

The record will show that there was nothing indefinite

about Imahashi's statement as to the movement astern.

It came in his direct examination without any suggestion

which could possibly mislead him. Two very competent

interpreters were present, and the translation was given

by Mr. Sano, the interpreter employed by the Taiyo. The

assertion that the Taiyo was moving astern when the

wheel was ordered hard left was reiterated on both direct

and cross-examination. Let the record speak for itself.

Imahashi had been testifying as to the tendency of the

Taiyo's reversing screw to swing her head to the left:

"Q. Did you observe personally whether the re-

versing of the screw did have any effect on the boat

before the collision?

A. I know, because from my experience in

handling my boat, I used to have a terrific time dock-
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ing it because it had to make maneuvering as I indi-

cated.

Q. On this occasion did you actually see your head

fall to the right before the collision?

A. Immediately prior to the collision the motion

of my boat was so slow that turning the wheel would

not have no effect, but when I reversed it just before

the collision it had the effect and my boat went back-

wards about a boat length and then I heard the im-

pact or the noise, the result of the collision.

Q. Did you give any command to the wheel after

you had ordered the engine reversed?

A. When reverse motion became effective I or-

dered a hard left turn on the wheel; by that time the

boat was already on a backwards motion. When other

boat came too close I ordered reversing of engine and

had wheel turned to left.

Q. If you are actually going back through the

water and you turn your wheel to the left, which way

does it pull your bow?

A. When reversing we turn wheel to left rudder

will turn to left, the head of boat will go right."

[A. 121-2.]

It is true that on cross-examination, after the noon

recess, Imahashi made two statements which rather infer

that the taking effect of the reversing engine and the col-

lision were almost simultaneous [A. 180, 181], but these

were not corrections nor did they purport to be. They

were simply two of many inconsistent statements made by
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Imahashi on various matters, and shortly thereafter he

came back to the substance of his original statement,

saying

:

''When the engine was full reversed and I definitely

noticed the boat come to a definite stop to start the

reverse motion; after that helm was turned to the

left and rudder effect began to take place, I don't

think it started to make any—at the same time, there

was hardly a minute left; about the time the rudder

effect take place then the collision take place." [A.

182.]

Throughout Imahashi's cross-examination it was evi-

dent that since he had testified on direct, he had begun to

appreciate a little the conclusions which inevitably would

follow his testimony about the astern movem,ent of the

Taiyo and the swing of her head to starboard. He be-

came extremely evasive and vague as to how the vessel

had reacted in the interval between the reversing of her

engine and the collision. But whatever impression he was

trying to convey in his cross-examination, there can be no

doubt whatever that when he gave his direct testimony

he intended to swear that in that interval the Taiyo moved

approximately her own length astern and her bow swung

decidedly to the right.

It is true that Shibata did not testify that the Taiyo

was moving astern at the time of the collision, but neither

did he say it did not or make any other attempt to correct

the impression given by Imahashi. The subject was not

opened in Shibata's direct examination or in that of the

other witnesses.

Imahashi is a party libelant, was the Taiyo's leading

witness, and carried the burden of making the Taiyo's
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case. Counsel for the Taiyo have offered his testimony

and have vouched for his credibility. We submit, it does

not lie gracefully in the mouth of counsel to repudiate a

most material part of his testimony, particularly when

that testimony so seriously discredits their theory of the

collision.

The Indien, 5 Fed. Supp. 349-53; affirmed (C. C.

A. 9) 71 Fed. (2d) 752.

C.

The Marks of Collision on the DEPENDABLE Corroborate

the DEPENDABLE'S Version of the Collision and

Show Conclusively That She Could Not Have "Side-

swiped" the TAIYO'S Stem.

The marks of the collision on the Dependable's struc-

ture are shown in photographs taken at the instigation of

the Taiyo's counsel a day or two after the vessel's return

to San Diego [Exs. D, F, G; A. 268, 288, 290]. These

photographs speak eloquently as to what really happened.

Exhibit D shows the whole starboard side of the De-

pendable, as well as the general structure of the vessel.

The point of impact is just at the two discharge pipes at

about the middle of the bait tank and 16 feet forward of

the stern. Exhibit E is a closer view of that area. It

shows two vertical marks on the bulwark, just forward of

the discharge pipes, evidently made by the Taiyo's stem.

It also shows the crushed skiff which was on a cradle,

overhanging the deck to starboard of the bait tank. The

mark of impact on the heavy guard rail just under the

discharge pipes does not show in this picture, but does

show in Exhibit G, where it is indicated by an arrow in

ink [A. 289]. It may be desirable for the Court to ex-

amine the original photographs in the exhibit file, as the

reproductions in the apostles are not too clear.
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at the water line, and the guard rail was three or four

inches below the surface. This was due to the weight of

water in the bait tanks when the vessel was in fishing

trim [A. 351]. The guard rail is a heavy timber 4x8

inches, and extends outward from the white painted bul-

wark 6y2 inches [A. 288-9].

(Counsel on both sides have examined the Depend-

able's guard, both forward and aft of the point of im-

pact, and we agree that the white smears, which look like

paint marks in the photographs, are without significance.

They are old scrapes on the guard, painted over.)

Let us try to visualize the impact which brought about

the marks on the Dependable; first in the light of the

Dependable's evidence, and then the Taiyo's.

The Dependable's testimony is that the Taiyo came

head on and struck fair and straight. It is obvious that

the first point of contact had to be the guard rail, which

projects 6y2 inches from the side. Either that timber or

the Taiyo'vS stempiece had to yield, and it is evidence that

the stempiece did yield at that point and the Taiyo's bow

drove in to the extent of 6^ inches to make the marks

on the bulwark, just above the guard. Those marks are

narrow and clear; clear evidence of a direct impact. There

is no sign of a scrape or slide, either on the guard or the

bulwark, forward or aft. If we look closely at the photo-

graph of the guard (Ex. G), it will appear that at the

top of the guard the wood fibers are displaced straight up,

and not to right or left as would happen if the blow had

come at an acute angle, or if there had been any scraping

or dragging of the Taiyo's stem along the guard.
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This physical evidence confirms the testimony of Frank

Alioto, Jr. that the Taiyo's stem was crushed in at the

water Hne for, unless the stem had been so pushed in, no

part of the Taiyo's bow could have penetrated to the bul-

wark and made the marks there appearing. The lower

end of the long mark comes down to within 3 or 4 inches

of the top of the guard, so evidently there was a sharp,

primary fracture of the Taiyo's stem just at that point.

The Dependable rolled to the blow, and on her coun-

ter roll her skiff in the cradle struck against some part of

the Taiyo's bow and smashed its side. This is also ap-

parent in the photograph. The point where the skiff was

struck is on the after part and is just about 4 or 5 feet

aft of the place of impact on the guard. This is most

significant, for it shows that the Dependable had little,

if any, way on her. The roll and counter roll would oc-

cupy at least a couple of seconds, and if the Dependable

had been going at any speed she would have passed clear

of the Taiyo before the counter roll would have been com-

pleted. The 4 or 5 feet difference between the primary

and secondary impact is accounted for by the slight for-

ward movement which the Dependable admittedly had,

and by the probability, amply supported by the evidence,

that at the r^oment of collision the Taiyo was swinging

toward her left [A. 284, 354].

If the evidence of the Taiyo's witnesses is to be ac-

cepted, the collision was a "side-swipe" by the Depend-

able's guard rail against the left side of the Taiyo's stem,

the inevitable result of which would be to drag the De-

pendable's guard rail along the bow and stem of the

Taiyo at about her water line. Such a side swing would

tend to drive the Taiyo's bow to the right, but the stern
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of the Dependable, being under the momentum of her

swing, would ''follow through" on the blow and keep

contact, constant or intermittent, until the forward way

of the Dependable would carry her clear. It is in-

evitable that such a movement would have left unmis-

takable marks or scrapes on the Dependable's guard and

side, aft of the point of impact. There are no marks

whatsoever.

With the Taiyo in fishing trim, her guard rail at the

bow and her anchors would considerably overhang the

stem at the water line [see Photo A. 116]. After the

Dependable's quarter swung into the stem to complete

the "side-swipe", the Taiyo's overhang certainly would

have crashed into the vertical supports of the skiff's cradle,

which are just inside the bulwark, and utterly demolished

them. The supports show no marks of contact. They

were only slightly disturbed when the secondary blow came

against the side of the skiff.

It is simply inconceivable that any ''side-swipe" could

have produced the vertical marks on the Dependable's

bulwark, with the guard rail projecting 6 inches out from

it. Those marks are only consistent with a head on blow,

which crumpled the Taiyo's stempiece at the water line.

Counsel for the Taiyo have argued that it is incon-

ceivable that the Taiyo could have hit the Dependable

at full speed and administered so little damage to her.

Frankly we are inclined to discount somewhat the state-

ments of the Dependable's witnesses that the Taiyo hit

at full speed. They were in a position of immediate peril,

about to be run down, and it no doubt appeared to them

that the Taiyo was coming very fast. Over-estimates of

the speed of an approaching object by persons in peril are
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almost universal. Surely the Taiyo must have made

some effort to slow down when the imminence of collision

became apparent to her, and there is evidence from the

Dependable that a moment before the Taiyo struck a

puff of smoke from her stack indicated the reversing of

her engine. It is probable that the engine of the Taiyo

was stopped as soon as her operator appreciated the pos-

sibility of a collision, and reversed as soon as he could ex-

ecute the maneuver. Be that as it may, there can be no

doubt that the Taiyo struck with very considerable force,

for the blow was strong enough to crush in her stempiece

at the water line into the hull for 6y2 inches, and for the

stem or planking above the fracture to inflict a very defi-

nite dent in the Dependable's bulwark, after the major

shock had been taken by the projecting guard. That,

obviously, would take a good hard, direct blow, with a lot

of weight and momentum behind it.

The slight damage to the Dependable and the serious

damage to the Taiyo was fully accounted for by the un-

doubted fact that the Dependable's guard was a bigger

and stouter timber, and better supported and braced than

was the Taiyo's stem. When two pieces of timber come

violently in contact with each other, both do not yield or

bend as does steel or iron. One or the other breaks and

gives way entirely. It is quite a usual occurrence in col-

lisions between wooden ships that one vessel will be badly

smashed up, while the other remained intact. It is appar-

ent from the photo of the Taiyo [A. 116] that her stem

is a very much smaller and lighter timber than the De-

pendable's guard, and that the former would be the one

to give way.
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D.

Comment on the Evidence o£ the TAIYO'S Engineer.

The engineer, Hidman, was the only non-Japanese on

the Taiyo. He appears herein as a libelant, claiming the

loss of engine tools belonging to him, of the alleged value

of $150.00. Evidently he speaks Japanese, for he acted

as interpreter for the Taiyo's master in making a report

to the Mexican authorities [A. 189]. He speaks English

poorly.

Hidman came on deck from the engine room just be-

fore the collision. When the vessel was fishing, it was

his practice to be in the engine room when the engine was

running and to come on deck for air when it stopped. Prior

to the collision Hidman was in the engine room. The

engine stopped, and he came immediately on the main

deck at the door on the port side, and stood on some extra

fuel barrels stowed there which filled the deck [A. 240-1].

He had been on deck "just a few moments before" when

the engine had been stopped on a previous occasion, but

at that time he did not see the Dependable [A. 240-1].

When he came on deck following the last stopping of the

engine he saw the Dependable on the Taiyo's port bow,

bearing as indicated in Ex. 11 [A. 243]. This was

almost immediately after the stopping of the engine, as he

came on deck "right away as soon as the engine stopped",

and only had to climb seven steps [A. 257-8]. He would

not hazard an estimate as to how far away the Depend-

able was, but it seemed "very close" [A. 245, 255-6].

He stepped over to the port rail and took hold of a stay,
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and just then the collision occurred. He felt the engine

start and reverse, and thinks it was just before the col-

lision, but cannot be sure. The engine started and the

collision came at the same moment [A. 245-6]. The De-

pendable came pretty close to the place he was standing

and he could see a "fat fellow" turning the wheel to his

port side [A. 247-8]. The boats collided as indicated in

Ex. 12 [A. 249]. He did not know whether the Taiyo

heeled over or remained on an even keel. He went back to

the engine room immediately and saw that the engine was

running in reverse [A. 251]. He had no impression of the

speed the Dependable was making, whether it was slow,

fast or medium [A. 253]. He thought the Taiyo was

almost stopped because fishing had started [A. 253], but

he could not see any fishermen at work on his side of the

deck, and only inferred that fishing had started because

the engine had just stopped [A. 259-60]. The engine

went into reverse "right away" after he came on deck

[A. 259].

Kidman's testimony affords no convincing corrobora-

tion of Imahashi and Shibata, and in a great many re-

spects it tends to support the Dependable's story. It is

at least consistent with the Dependable's evidence in

many respects. In one respect it very definitely and sig-

nificantly contradicts Imahashi and Shibata, for it shows

that the stopping of the Taiyo's engine and the reversing

of it just before the collision must have occurred some-

thing less than a minute apart.
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It seemed to us that Hidman was torn between two

impulses,—self interest and loyalty to his employers, and

a disinclination to mendacity. His testimony was very

vague and unsatisfactory, and he repeatedly refused to be

pinned down on any details.

He was quite definite that his arrival on deck and the

seeing of the Dependable on the port bow was "right

away, as soon as the engine stopped" [A. 257], and there

he very effectually discredited a good bit of Imahashi's

testimony, for by necessary inference from that testimony

the Dependable was three-quarters of a mile astern of

the Taiyo when the Taiyo's engine stopped. Hidman

could climb the seven steps from the engine room to the

deck where he saw the Dependable in less than fifteen

seconds, and he undoubtedly did so within a minute, or we

must disregard his "right away" testimony.

H we look at all of Hidman's evidence in the light of

the Dependable's story, it fits it quite consistently. We
think that Hidman came on deck just as the Taiyo was

making the turn to port described by the Dependable's

witnesses. In the course of such a turn, the Dependable

would bear to him just about as he has delineated it in

Ex. 11. Coming on deck into a bright light and suddenly

seeing another vessel, without any stationary object to

check her against, he would not be able to tell whether

that vessel was moving or his own was. The impression

of the nearing of the other vessel might well be due to the

swing and forward movement of the Taiyo herself. Hid-

man would not say that the Dependable was moving fast,
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slow or medium, or even that she was moving at all. He

thought the Taiyo was nearly stopped, but that was

merely inference. If the engine had stopped from full

speed less than a minute before, she unquestionably would

have a great deal of headway. He even would not say

whether or not the Taiyo was turning.

We have no doubt that the Taiyo did stop her engine as

soon as her operator became aware of the proximity of

the Dependable, and that might well have been during

the course of making the port turn or just after it had

started. And Hidman's testimony of the reversing of the

Taiyo's engine, so close to the collision that he could not

say whether it was before or after, absolutely checks with

Joe Alioto and Frank Alioto, Jr. as to the puff of black

smoke which came from the Taiyo's stack just before she

ran into the Dependable.

There is also corroboration in Hidman's story for the

statement of the Dependable's witnesses, that as the two

vessels approached the school the Taiyo stopped her en-

gine and threw bait. Hidman said just prior to the stop-

ping of the engine which preceded the collision, he had

been in the engine room "just a few moments" since the

previous stop [A. 240]. The previous stop may well have

been when, according to the Dependable's testimony, the

Taiyo stopped and threw bait. As we have seen, that

incident is fixed at four or five minutes before the actual

collision (supra, Subd. IB).
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The only point on which the testimony of Hidman ac-

tually contradicts the Dependable's evidence is in his

statement that he saw a "fat fellow" on the Depend-

able's pilot house, turning the wheel to port. Frank

Alioto, Sr., the Dependable's helmsman, will answer to

the description of a fat fellow, and the Dependable's

evidence is that just before the collision he was very defi-

nitely turning the wheel. The Dependable's witnesses

say he was turning it to starboard. Hidman says he was

turning it to port. But Hidman might easily have been

honestly mistaken in that detail. He only had a few sec-

onds to gather all his impressions, and he undoubtedly has

carried a picture in his mind of a stout man turning the

Dependable's wheel. The idea that he was turning to

port may well be due to mental suggestion from hearing

his co-libelants go over their story many times.

We think Hidman had every intention of being an hon-

est witness, at least in so far as affirmative statements are

concerned. He naturally would try to support the Taiyo's

case in so far as his apprehensions and his conscience

would permit. It is evident that in his few seconds on

deck he got very vague and unconclusive impressions, and

to the extent that his evidence is of any value it is at least

as consistent with the Dependable's case as it is with the

Taiyo's.
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III.

CONCLUSION.

If, in the foregoing pages, we have failed to sustain the

Dependable's proofs as essentially trustworthy, reason-

able and convincing, or have failed to demonstrate that the

Taiyo's evidence is incredible and unworthy of acceptance,

we cannot improve our case or weaken the Taiyo's by

laudatory or denunciatory rhetoric in this closing of our

presentation. Let the evidence of each side speak for

itself.

We most earnestly feel that the case of the Dependable

did not receive justice in the trial court, and that the con-

sideration of the record and briefs was incomplete and

inadequate. We understand why the trial judge rejected

the Dependable's evidence, for he has told us in his oral

opinion, but we cannot find any basis in the record which

supports his conclusion or reasoning. We cannot under-

stand why he did not apply his test, based upon the equal

speeds, to the evidence of the Taiyo, nor can we under-

stand why he failed to see the inherent impossibility in

the collision maneuver described by Imahashi.

We think the only explanation of the trial court's de-

cision is that the burden of weighing and analyzing the

conflicting evidence and following the briefs was too heavy

for the aged judge, whose years are nearly four score, and

that he decided the case on a first impression, based, pos-

sibly, upon some isolated bit of testimony or some color-

able argument in the able briefs of the Taiyo's counsel.

It is elementary that the Taiyo's owners are not en-

titled to a judgment against the Dependable or the ap-

pellant unless they have sustained the burden of proving,

by a fair preponderance of the evidence, that the De-
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PENDABLE was at fault for the collision. We confidently

submit that when fairly reviewed, the Taiyo's evidence

cannot and will not sustain that burden, and that the in-

terlocutory decree against the Dependable should be re-

versed.

If the appellant is to recover her damages on her cross-

libel, she must sustain a like burden as against the Taiyo,

and we submit in all confidence she has sustained it. We
have examined and re-examined the evidence of the De-

pendable for any improbability or imperfection which

would justify a court in denying it full credit, and we can

find none. To us it satisfactorily explains the collision,

and we believe it will satisfy this court.

We respectfully submit the interlocutory decree appealed

from should be reversed, and that this court should order

an interlocutory decree for the appellant, holding the

Taiyo solely in fault for the collision and adjudging to

the appellant her provable damages, with costs.

Respectfully submitted,

Cluff & Bullard,

Alfred T. Cluff,

Proctors for Appellant.




